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Chapter 1855 

”Uncle, my patience is limited, will you agree or not?” Dustin’s face became colder. 

”You can ask me to agree to your conditions, but you must defeat me openly, otherwise 

there will be no negotiation!” Dustin Kate shouted. 

West Lucozia Shangwu, as a general who fought out of a mountain of corpses and a sea of 

blood, naturally understood the importance of strength. 

As the saying goes, the strong are respected. Only when your fists are strong enough can 

you reason with others. 

Weak people are not even qualified to reason. 

”Okay! Since Third Uncle insists on a showdown, then I’ll do it!” 

Dustin said in a sonorous tone: “I only shoot three swords. If Third Uncle can block them all, 

I will admit defeat immediately!” 

”Arrogant kid! See how I defeat you!” 

Feeling slighted, Dustin Kate couldn’t help but became furious, and his offensive instantly 

became fierce. 

The sword light all over the sky swept towards Dustin like a violent storm. 

Dustin took a few steps and jumped directly from the ground to a height of 100 meters. 

”The first sword, seven kills!” 



After hanging in the air for two seconds, Dustin suddenly turned around, holding the sword 

in one hand, head down, feet up, and stabbed down suddenly with the sword. 

In an instant, the Sky Sword burst out with a large amount of black light. 

The black light spread rapidly and soon formed a ten-meter-long black giant sword. 

The giant sword exuded a biting cold light, as if it could swallow everything, and slashed at 

Dustin Kate on the ground. 

”Um?” 

Feeling the terrifying aura coming from the giant sword, Dustin Kate couldn’t help but 

change his expression slightly. 

Without any time to think, he immediately held the sword in both hands and used all his 

strength to strike hard at the black giant sword in the sky. 

”Whoosh!” 

A golden blade shot out and hit the black giant sword with lightning speed. 

”Bang!” 

There was an explosion. 

The moment Dustin Kate’s sword light came into contact with the black giant sword, it 

exploded and turned into a shock wave that spread out in all directions. 

On the other hand, the black giant sword still had its remaining power and slashed down 

Dustin Kate hard. 

”What?!” 

Dustin Kate was startled, and immediately raised his sword to block. At the same time, he 

activated true energy to form a thick protective shield on his body, trying to block the sword 

forcefully. 



”Boom!!” 

There was a loud noise and the ground shook. 

The black giant sword struck heavily on Dustin Kate’s body-protecting aura, and its powerful 

impact directly drove Dustin Kate’s entire body into the ground. 

A deep pit several meters in diameter was suddenly blasted out of the originally flat ground. 

For a moment, sand and rocks were flying, and energy was splashed everywhere. 

The violent shock wave, centered on the explosion point, swept away in all directions like a 

mountain. 

Wherever it passed, smoke and dust were everywhere, and strong winds roared, forcing the 

soldiers watching the battle to have no choice but to resist. 

 


